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Go on, express yourself with Caesarstone
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We’d love to hear from you. For more design ideas, information and for your 

nearest showroom, visit our website: www.caesarstone.com.au 

or call us on 1300 119 119.



Edge Profiles
Caesarstone® recommends a minimum radius of 3mm on any edge detail for optimal 

strength and durability. There are many edge profiles to choose from, including single 

thickness 20mm or 30mm slabs, through to laminated double thickness edge options.

Wall Panels
Caesarstone® has specially selected a range of colours and designs in 13mm thickness 

for wall panelling.

Non-porous, mould and mildew resistant, Caesarstone® quartz surfaces are ideal for 

kitchen splashbacks and bathroom wall panels. Large slab sizes provide a sleek and 

modern aesthetic, minimising joins and maintenance.

Mitred
Apron

Standard Pencil Edge
with 3mm Radius

London Grey™ 5000 bath surround and wall panel



Insist on the original 
quartz surface

Quartz Pioneer
Since 1987, Caesarstone® has been creating quartz surfaces in our state of the art 

manufacturing facilities utilizing the most advanced technologies available with the 

highest standards of quality control and environmental responsibility.  

Whether you’re looking to create exceptional personal interiors or a professional design, 

our four diverse collections – Classico™, Supremo®, Motivo® and Concetto® – are an 

ideal starting point. 

Surfaces For Your Home
Caesarstone’s Classico™ collection combines style and functionality with colours and 

designs that are ideal for numerous applications in both residential and commercial 

interiors such as kitchen benchtops, splashbacks, bathroom wall panelling, custom made 

furniture and more.

Choose Caesarstone®

Our surfaces consist of up to 93 per cent quartz, which is stronger than natural stone 

and one of nature’s hardest minerals. Caesarstone® surfaces are resistant to stains, 

scratches, cracks, heat and common household chemicals. Our surfaces retain the cool, 

tactile qualities of natural stone while offering almost unlimited design possibilities.

Vanilla Noir™ 5100



Dreamy Marfil™ 5220 Latte™ 2350 

Shitake™ 4230  Buttermilk™ 4220 

Ivory™ 2220 

Summer Rye™ 4460

Ginger™ 4330
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Bianco Drift™ 6131

Piatra Grey™ 5003

Atlantic Salt™ 6270 

Raven™ 4120

Oyster™ 4030

Emperadoro™ 5380 

Clamshell™ 4130

Cocoa Fudge™ 4260
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Wild Rocks™ 6250 

Vanilla Noir™ 5100

Night Sky™ 6100

Jet Black™ 3100

       Standard Range   Available in 13mm

       Deluxe Range   Available in 30mm 

       Premium Range   

       Supernatural Range

The nominal dimensions of Caesarstone’s slabs are 3,060mm by 1,440mm. 

Slab weights are 20mm = 220kg, 30mm = 330kg and 13mm = 143kg.

Caesarstone® is made from natural quartz and therefore some variation in 

colour and aggregate may occur. We always recommend making final 

colour selection from an actual sample or full slab of Caesarstone® as the 

colours in this brochure are only as close as modern printing methods allow.

2141 Snow™ Vanity by Coral Homes

4600 Organic White™ Bath Surround & 4120 Raven™ by MIM Design
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Frosty Carrina™ 5141Osprey™ 3141

Nougat™ 6600

Organic White™ 4600 Snow™ 2141

Calacatta Classic™ 5131

Ocean Foam™ 6141

Pure White™ 1141 

London Grey™ 5000  

White Shimmer™ 3142 

Alpine Mist™ 5110  

Ice Snow™ 9141

Classico™ Collection
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10 Year Limited Warranty
For added peace of mind, all Caesarstone® quartz surfaces come with a comprehensive 

10 Year Limited Warranty applicable to our product. Once your surfaces have been 

installed, simply complete your warranty registration either by mail or online to receive 

your complimentary Caesarstone® Cleaning Kit and a stainless steel authenticity badge.

To ensure you have the genuine Caesarstone® product, the underside of every slab is 

stamped with unique identification information establishing authenticity.



6141 Ocean Foam™ island and bench top
The Block Sky High 2013 by Freedom Kitchens



Where creativity
meets quality



The Patterned Textured Collection. 
Motivo® utilises cutting-edge, patented 
technology to incorporate a sculpted pattern 
texture into the surface.

The One of a Kind Collection. 
A premium collection that blends exceptional 
design with innovative technology to create 
unique, one of a kind surfaces.

The Semi-Precious Stone Collection. 
A collection of extraordinary surfaces 
hand-made from individually cut and bound 
semi-precious stones.



Alpine Mist™ 5110



Bianco Drift™ 6131 New

Alpine Mist™ 5110 New

Supernatural Designs
Our newest designs inspired by some of the world’s most beautiful natural stones, with 

all the stain, scratch and water resistant qualities of quartz, which are ideal for kitchen 

and bathroom benchtops, splashbacks, wall panelling and furniture.

Frosty Carrina™ 5141 

Piatra Grey™ 5003

London Grey™ 5000 Dreamy Marfil™ 5220

Vanilla Noir™ 5100 NewEmperadoro™ 5380

Calacatta Classic™ 5131 New
Coming Early 2014



Create Your Dream Space
At Caesarstone®, we know that with so many amazing colours and designs to choose 

from, creating your dream space can sometimes become overwhelming. That’s why 

we’ve created a few simple tools to help inspire your creativity and visualise your design 

with expert advice available along the way.

Inspiration Gallery
Be inspired by some of Australia’s most coveted architects and interior designers on our 

online photo gallery which features hundreds of kitchens and bathrooms created using 

the Caesarstone® colour range to spark your imagination.

Where to View
Using the online Where to View tool, you can discover dozens of Caesarstone® displays 

at kitchen showrooms in your area. Where to View allows you to check showroom 

opening hours and even email or SMS yourself directions at the click of a button. 

Expert Advice
Not only can you follow Caesarstone® on Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest and YouTube for 

the latest design ideas, tips and inspiration, but our experts are also on hand to answer 

any Caesarstone® questions you might have as well.

Clamshell™ 4130



Visualise Your Dream
For the utmost peace of mind, we’ve created an online visualiser tool which allows you 

to see your design come to life on the small screen. Whether you’re designing a kitchen, 

bathroom or commercial space, the visualiser tool is an ideal way to explore different 

colour ideas, refine your style choices and even allows you to share your design online 

with friends and family.

Visit us online at
www.caesarstone.com.au


